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About This Game

Take command of your rag-tag fleet to defend your island from blood-thirsty pirates! Engage in deep tactical decisions,
balancing attacks with repairs while keeping your morale high. If you survive, then set sail for distant lands! You'll need to

manage your gold and cargo carefully to build your fleet, choosing between ships and crew. Explore the sea for exotic places
with strange mechanical vessels and bizarre contraptions built to travel under the water. You'll need to take on dangerous

missions with valuable rewards if you hope to stay one step ahead of your enemies and uncover their dark plans. Many will join
their ranks, claiming that you are pirates—that you should be stopped! But you know the truth. Follow your code to protect the

weak and remain fearless as darkness falls over the sea. There will be no one else to stand against it.

Design your fleet with ships from four classes, each with strengths and weaknesses!

Hone your tactics to beat an ever-growing pirate threat and discover their dark purpose!
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Win treasure like pirate gear and clockwork contraptions and sell for a profit or save to entice crew to join!

Unlock amazing new ship designs, each with unique stats and weapons!

Liberate dozens of islands spread across a vast ocean, unlocking new opportunities to advance your fleet!

Take on dangerous missions to hunt notorious pirate captains!

Design your own flag and choose the colors for your fleet!

Chose Your Tactics Wisely

Each fleet is made of ships from four classes, each with unique abilities. Some ships can withstand any attack, some move
quickly, and some have great range. Which ships you use will depend on your strategy. Will you hold back and launch a counter

attack or will you attack before they have a chance to load their cannons?

Liberate the Islands

The ocean is divided into territories, each of which has islands. As you fight pirates in a territory, you gradually liberate the local
islands, which unlocks new locations on each island, new items to buy, and new crew to hire. Just don't spend your gold too

quickly.

Complete Missions

As you explore you may find someone who offers you a mission. Completing missions will unlock locations, unlock new ship
designs, or reward you with gold. There’s always a primary mission that will move you closer to unraveling the plans of your

enemies.

Hire Your Crew

Occasionally you will find someone willing to join your crew in exchange for gold or items. As your crew grows you can use
more ships in combat or choose to use bigger ships, if you’ve discovered their designs.

Collect Items

There’s hundreds of items to find scattered across the ocean! You can sell items for gold or hold on to them to hire potential
crew. You might even be able to find a store that will offer you more gold for a certain type of item.

Customize Your Look

Some items allow you to change the look of your fleet, such as fleet color, flag designs, and flag emblems. You can then edit
your flag and fleet colors at any island to make the perfect look for your fleet. Or, save your gold to buy ships.

Grow Your Fleet

Ships can be purchased once their designs are discovered. Once you own a ship you can start teaching it new actions by
assigning a captain to the ship. Each captain teaches the ship a different action. Actions can gain levels and become unstoppable.

Stop to Fish

You can’t fight pirates all the time! Fishing and botany are both available to help you relax while gaining some valuable items to
sell. Mythical fish and plants are out there to discover and are worth a lot of gold. Finding them won’t be easy though.
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One Last Thing

Pirate Code is mostly the work of one bearded programmer. If you have suggestions, I will be listening. Now, shouldn’t you be
loading the cannons?
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Title: Pirate Code
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Circuit Hive
Publisher:
Circuit Hive
Release Date: 24 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL or DirectX compatible GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 180 MB available space

Sound Card: OpenAL compatible

Additional Notes: Pirate Code will most likely run on older machines but we don't have access for testing.

English
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10\/10 You can kill your friends and take all their stuff
- You can play chicken fight with your friends
- Squad with your friends and kill other friends
- Squad with your friends and kill enemies
- Squad with your friends and hunt
- Squad with your friends and go on a looting spree
- Squad with your friends and do quests together
- Squad with your friends and solve puzzles
- Delve into caves with your friends
- Play hide and go seek with your friends
- Chop down trees with your friends
- Laugh at your friends when they get stuck and can't move
- Laugh at your friends when they die from falling
- Get stuck running around at night scared to death with your friends
- Swim with your friends and even drown with your friends
- Build with your friends and destroy with your friends
- Live with your friends and die with your friends

If you have no friends, there are plenty of NPCs and animals to talk to. Game is an absolute gem.. Do you hate the variety that
most rail sims offer? Did you dream about controlling only a single train on only a single 20 minute track over and and over
again? Are you annoyed by acceptable frame rate, good graphics and accurate sound effects? Do you enjoy when the game
description says that the game is set in the 70s and 80s but it isn't at all reflected in the actual game? Do you despise good voice
acting but enjoy laughable mission scenarios? Then "World of Subways 4" is the game for you! Laugh and cheer as you take
your only train from Flushing, Queens to Times Square! Why not go the other way? The possibilities are dual! It's literally
minutes of fun!. It's a very charming game with interesting and diverse mechanics. One part puzzle game, one part platformer,
the story manages to stay engaging throughout, even when the time manipulation mechanics frustrate. The game is, however,
surprisingly short; I finished it a little under 3 hours. Still, it's a title worth picking up if you like the genre. Perhaps not for $10,
but your mileage may vary.. Mostly recycled items from previous generation. They look awful. If these were free I wouldn't
mind, but ask money for items we paid for in previous games. Not only this, there are lots of compatibility issues between armor
pieces. It feels like they were so lazy they didn't bother fixing the smallest clippings, so they made some armor pieces straight
out completely incompatible.

Even more depressing thing is that the core game has very little for customisation, so you will find yourself getting bored really
quickly after creating 10-20 characters\/outfits feel like you're forced to buy this DLC. The real creativity comes from floating
objects and stickers, but as far as clothes and armors go, the variety is very narrow and this DLC makes me feel like I threw my
money out the window.. Great game, love it dearly, really addictive but its better to just play for free on mobile, im only buying
it to support the game. I got this game in HB pack. It is a decent game, have few minor bugs - nothing serious. It have interesting
story. It is similar game play like Portal (player shift from present to past throu time). All in all nice weekend game.. Oldschool
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top down football (soccer) game inspired by the old classics from the 90s. If you liked those games (KO2\/Sensible Soccer) you
will like this game. Nothing has quite captured the essence of those games until now. Scoring a goal in in the current generation
of 3D football computer games (FIFA\/PES) never quite give you that feeling that you earned it. In Natural Soccer, as in the
classics from the 90s, it can finally feel like you earned scoring that goal again.

But a note of warning to all those that think that winning in games should be served up to them on a silver platter: it is not an
easy game. You will battle the control of the ball as much as you battle the opposing team but in my humble opinion this is what
really should be like. There are easier control options provided for those that really prefer this, but you will still have to earn that
win all by yourself. And when you do win, you will want to feel that way again.

All in all a Natural Soccer is a good football (soccer) game for those that like a bit of a challenge.. This game is so nice :)

Is for smart people. Not really helping much for someone who hasn't learned basic Japanese before since there's no teaching
stages. You won't actually be taught Japanese. The description is misleading.

Also not really useful for someone who's already good with basic Japanese because you won't learn new stuffs.

This is for people who wants to practice their memories on Hiraganas, Katakanas and some basic Kanjis.
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For what you pay, it's expected not to be great. Overall the game isn't that bad though.. The game does not work - I can not
interact with the main menu. Hours and hours of head-scratching and brow furrowing Great thinking game.. A quick one.

Liked:
+ This is ALO, hence flight. And magic. And Undines, can't forget that. And White Cosmos... Ah her support skill is awesome
+ This is also AW. Not too familiar with that, but I like Pado. KYL is also awesome (those wing-flapping...)
+ Some missions (read: Infinite Dungeon) are actually a lot more fun in multiplayer
+ Playing as anyone (but Yui *sighs*. I wanted to try being a tiny pixie)
+ Control is controller-friendly (couldn't go back to keyboard after playing on controller for 20+ hrs)
+ FREAKING NEW GAME PLUS! THANK YOU DEVS. Good if you want to replay the story, especially considering there's
no "replay cutscene".
+ "Say It Miss Strea" is a bit hilarious. Watch episode 4. Or 3.
+ Translation/localization is finally bearable. Some things are still lost in translation, but most are clear enough.
+ Buffs. And debuffs. Unless they're casted on you :v

Disliked:
- Buggy game, crashing at random times (seems to be worse in Mugen).
- AW feels more like a plot-device here. Also, not again, Kirito! But you're predictable like that
- Fanservice AKA jiggle physics, especially with Seven. No, just no, (Gimme an option to turn that off, please? I want to watch
the hair, not the other thing)
- Story is a bit convoluted/confusing and "meh". Might get predictable if you actually read the text. The (near) climax moved me
to tears, though. Stupid time travel plot
- Quest direction is a bit vague; you need a guide for this..
- Bosses are recycled quite often. You'll be dead bored of the bosses if you did 100 I.D. floors in one run (fatal boredom :v)

Personal guilty pleasures(?) :v (skip to P.S.)

- Watching Kirito's remain light is fun! Especially hearing him apologizing. His advice when he's very low on HP is something
players should do (I'm serious). Though I want to cackle madly whenever he exclaims in disbelief on a teammates defeat.
- Asuna's Undine wings~! Also, Undine blue hair.
- Kirito (and Taku) pushing Sumeragi's buttons.
- Running around as Pado's beast form. My dream is fulfilled in this game.
- Bashing Elucidator and Dark Repulser on bosses. (I'm still looking at you, Heathcliff)
- Beating the SAO characters to dust.
- Turning into remain light midair.
- You can have an ironic team, have Asuna and Kirito dressed as KoB members and play Heathcliff. =)
- Have Kirito's and Vabel's remain light next to each other while you play as Asuna. =)
- Watch Scarlet's Invicible sitting on top of a boss :v
- Hearing Vabel exclaim "Mama" or "Papa".
- Watching the fairy wings flaps (hover mode or when turning around in flight mode)
- Soaring the sky using Raker's gale thruster(?).

P.S.
Someone called BK Brent (played the PS4 version of this) wrote a guide.
READ IT. Just. Read. It.
EDIT: BK Brent dropped the game by December 2017, but his guide is still valid. And a great place to start, really.. Excellent
little game altogether. Dustoff is a simplistic, yet very involved game where you steer a rescue helicopter around authentic
looking Vietnam war scenery, picking up stranded troopers and hardware and returning them to base, all the while blazing away
at enemy fortifications, boats, and vehicles with your onboard minigun or rockets.
The game is a 2.5D, meaning it's a 3D environment but you can only move to the left or right, and up or down.

The game#s difficulty level is spot on, with a smooth increase in challenge from start to finish, with just one spike early on that
settled down afterwards. This was the "heavy rain" level, which seemed to be placed such that just when you thought you had
the controls down, it was there to knock you off your pedestal, and despite there not being a single enemy in the level, it proved
to be quite frustrating altogether to try to navigate in the heavy wind and rain.
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The helicopter has unlimited fuel, meaning you only need concern yourself with its health and ammo levels. You can top these
up via health or ammo drops from destroyed enemies, or by returning to base. Which is just as well, as health drops in particular
seem in low supply, and you will take a beating from enemy fire, make no mistake about that!

Progression is simplistic, with new helicopters and weaponry being unlocked and made available as you complete missions.
Each helicopter unlocks allows you to pickup more troops at once and have increased health. The "handling" level of the
helicopters went down as you progressed but to be honest I found the top level helicopter to be the most responsive of them all.

You can't actually kill any of your own guys in the field that you are trying to rescue which means you can blaze away to your
heart's content, provided you have enough ammo. This is just as well as they are often to be found in areas of the highest enemy
concentration. It did get a little jarring when I was blasting open the wooden cages that some of the guys were locked inwith
rockets, but hey, this is a game not a simulation!

The game's controls are based off 2 single buttons, and if done incorrectly, it could have killed the game. Thankfully, they
nailed it. While strange at first, it soon becomes instinctive. Left arrow to lift and move to the left, and right arrow to lift and
move to the right, and hold both arrow keys to lift maintain your current direction. After a while you'll find yourself tapping
away to steady up your chopper to lift some guys out of a river (you can't land in water), or holding both arrows, and easing off
on one to get a bit of extra height. It all just works.

Background detail was just excellent, from stray explosions going off, to fellow helicopters going to and fro. The highlight is on
the missions where napalm has been deployed, and when you fly over one of the fiery forests, everything dims and you really
get a sense of flying through the blackened, smoke-filled air.

The game is quite short and can be completed in a couple of short sessions, but it is well worth the asking price!. I absolutely
loved this game the second I saw it on the my discovery page. I love weird sci-fi, space games and although quite primitive I
thought it would be some fun. And when you are explorin the universe this guy's created it is awesome. The problem isn't that
there's something wrong with the game, it's that this game isn't finished. Many people have said the same thing and froom
finally playing the game I agree. It isn't just that there's a lack of polish, which I could easily forgive, or even that there a few
small issues with the game, it's that it feels like there a whole section of the game that's missing. Right I'm stuck because I forgot
what a guy told me to do to progress and theres no way to see certain dialogue's after they are said. Also, giving the NPC's on
the world something to say would help a lot in making this world feel more real. Some places have ambient NPC dialogue, but
most don't. And the fact that this game hasn't been updated in over 6 months tells me that they stopped working on this game
long ago. Unfortunately I cannot recommend even though I want to so badly. Given some life and some direction this game
could have been great.. dont worry i never will

Steps of Torment and 2h Melee Weapons are now available! (Build 19 Released):
We are proud to announce that another major build has just gone live for Grim Dawn.

With this update, you can now access some of the most challenging content available in Grim Dawn to date, with the addition of
two rogue-like floors to the Steps of Torment. Also, those of you who prefer to take on hordes of monsters with a huge hammer
can now do so with the brand-new two-handed melee weapons category, Epics included!

And that's only scratching the surface. You can read the complete changelog here.. New Game Released:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/828150/WIN_THE_GAME/. Gocco of War Update 3/30:
Happy news!!

Gocco of War has been updated! And with it comes a whole set of new features.

Firstly, I want to say thank you for everyone who has been taking part in the recent events! Everyone who took part should be
receiving the items in their inventory soon.

Also we will be announcing the winners from all three competitions really soon, I want to do that in its own thread :)

Next I want to thank all the beta testers for helping us out on such short notice! Please make sure you return to the normal
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version of Gocco of War!!! (seriously, its really important that you do!)

So without further delay, the new updates includes the following:

 A brand new quest! (Quest ex002)
This is an 8 player quest where you can take on multiple opponents. A protest is rising and it is up to you to stop it!

4 new weapon types!
You can find a collection of new materials in Quest ex002 which you can use to craft these new weapons.

Some bug fixes.
Getting past some doors without opening them.
Bugs related to checking people's profiles.

Compatibility for the items from the event.

We all hope that you enjoy this new update and I look forward to seeing you all on the forums and online!. 1.21: Update:
[Bug Fixed]
- Bad sprite on Mecha-Skid.

Thanks!
. Build 21: The Arcanist, Caster Weapons and Steam Trading Cards are now available!:
We are pleased to announce that Build 21 is now live, and with it the era of the Arcanist. This 5th class mastery rounds out our
selection with an array of elemental and arcane spellcasting abilities. Not only will Arcanist open up many new build
possibilities and synergies with the existing class masteries but, for the first time, people will be able to make more traditional
full caster builds.

To support the host of new caster builds people will be creating, we are also introducing new caster oriented weapons. Befitting
our setting and vision for casters, we have created ritual daggers and eldritch scepters. The main purpose of these weapons is to
provide suitable bonuses to enhance spellcaster skills, rather than to become a main attack, which is why we've kept them melee.
With their base magical damage though, they should provide an interesting option for melee caster hybrids.

You can also now start collecting Steam Trading Cards. Collect them all and unlock sweet Grim Dawn backgrounds for your
Steam profile!

The build includes various fixes, including several for multiplayer, balancing adjustments and improvements such as a move-
only binding that can be applied via to the toolbar to left or right mouse button.

Enjoy!

You can read the complete changelog here.. Twelve days of Christmas – Day TEN:

It is good to see you have returned!. Update 1.1.1:
Here are the changes for the version 1.1.1

Those are minor changes

- Show xbox controller input icons when detecting an xinput controller
- Fix disappearence of bottom line in main menu
. Paradiddle April Update: Cymbal Choking, Hi-Hat Improvements, SXSW and more!:
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Hey everyone!

The April update is out, bringing a few big additions and a bunch of bug fixes. As always, if you find yourself running into any
new issues that you weren't seeing before, you can always roll back to the early_version branch on Steam. Here's what's new:

Cymbal Choking. Spellsworn - Hotfix 1.0.0.2:

Fixes
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